DAY-LITE Technical Instructions
1. Hold side part and frame firmly with your hands.
   TIP: Gloves made of fabric or a piece of leather will simplify fixation.
2. Place inclination lever on side part and hinge and adjust requested inclination angle.
INCLINATION by HAND

1. Hold sidepart firmly with mounting pliers on frame.
2. Cover temple edge with hinge closely.
3. Adjust inclination at titanium side part.
TEMPLE DISASSEMBLY

1. Hold titanium side part firmly at frame.

2. Close temple slightly and pull straight out of the BLS-hinge.
   ATTENTION: Pull backwards only! Do **not** twist temple.
Place hinge-BLS form-fit on both sides of the hinge loop.

NOTE: The oval shape of the BLS plug system will ensure correct positioning.
HINGE GREASING

Grease inside loop of hinge with high precision lubricant. Attach small plastic plates and mount temple.
TEMPLE ASSEMBLY

Place temple exactly at the slot of the BLS-hinge and click it in carefully until it stops.
1. Curve temple in large movements.

2. Metal inlay inside the temple enables cold adjustment of the temple end. Curve gradually.
SPX COLD GLAZING

Prescription lenses can be inserted at room temperature since the frame's SPX material is flexible and resilient.